Stepping Out

The same-sex ballroom and Latin dance scene

Marianka Swain
reports on the
inaugural Norwegian
Equality Open

O

n June 23, Norway
held its very first
same-sex dance
competition, the Norwegian
Equality Open, at the
beautiful Gamle Logen hall in
the heart of Oslo. The United
Kingdom Same-Sex Dance
Council’s (UKSSDC) Pete
Meager, also the international
relations manager for the
Norwegian Same Sex Dance
Association (NOSSDA),
helped organise the event,
and was thrilled that the
mayor of Oslo, Marianne
Borgen, was in attendance.
“She spoke freely of her
passion for equality and
diversity in the city, and how
welcome everyone was, as
a European same-sex dance
community,” says Pete. “She
thoroughly enjoyed the
competition, and pledged
to support and promote
NOSSDA at future events.”
This landmark competition
also played a part in Oslo
Pride. The organisers were
invited to the Canadian
Ambassador’s residence
alongside the Pride team, and
several competing couples
took part in presentation
dances at Pride events.
“This level of exposure
was well received by the
NOSSDA team,” notes Pete
– a great way of promoting
this new competition
and same-sex dance in
Norway more generally.
Pete was delighted
that their celebration of
diversity was echoed by the
competitors, who ranged
from leading dancers from
across Europe to seven new
starter couples. Among those

long-standing champs were
Germany’s Caroline Privou
and Petra Zimmermann,
who won the women’s A
ballroom title. Caroline
thought it “a fantastic event”,
noting the experience of
NOSSDA president Kai
Andre Lillebo – a former
European 10-dance champion
– in the great environment
created for competitors.
“Gamle Logen resembled
a mini Blackpool, with
a fantastic atmosphere,”
Caroline adds. “The music
was excellent, and Pete
Meager did a wonderful
job as the master of
ceremonies, leading very
professionally throughout
as though he’d done it a
million times – when in fact
it was his debut!” She also
noted the generous seven
judges, who lent their time
without compensation,
and competition sponsors
– winners received “very
attractive cosmetic products”.
Most importantly, many
A-class couples came to check
out this new competition,
meaning there was “great
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dancing on display”. It was
all particularly impressive
given the relatively small
organising team, notes
Caroline, and she would love
to see a follow-up in 2019.

F

inland’s Piia Korpi and
Santra Rinne came top
of the A women’s Latin, and
Piia praises the “beautiful
venue, friendly atmosphere,
and good participation from
Finland! We had six couples
there, including our first ever
male couple. As for our own
performance, we were happy
to dance a good final and get
valuable feedback on our way
to the Gay Games in Paris.”
French pair Corentin
Normand and Julien Poli
have been going from
strength to strength since
appearing on the same-sex
dance floor in Copenhagen in
December 2017, and they took
gold in men’s A ballroom
in Oslo. New British couple
Michael Litke and Mariusz
Stankiewicz were close
Below: Petra Zimmermann
and Caroline Privou.

behind, “with a flying start”,
says Pete, who branded
them “a dynamic duo”.
Michael was “very happy
to be placed second in
this extremely high-level
ballroom final after dancing
together for only four
months”. He also enjoyed
the grand building, with
its fantastic dance floor
and spacious changing
facilities, and the amount
of thought and detail that
went into every aspect of
the event. Having seven
judges made the results
“more objective”, he believes,
and everyone was in “high
spirits for the wonderful
social dancing” afterwards.
There was more good
news for British dancers
in the men’s A Latin, with
Darren Whitby and Vishesh
Mehta bringing home gold
– “another proud result
for the UK,” says Pete.
Darren, who’s competed
with Vishesh for about 18
months, describes winning
at this inaugural competition
as “an absolute joy. The
ballroom was one of the
nicest venues we’ve danced
at, and the Norwegian team
was really welcoming. It was
particularly nice to have a
varied international presence,
with the finals being much
more multinational than
some previous competitions.
There were also so many new
dancers taking first steps on
the competition floor, which
is always a pleasure to see.
“Over the next few
months, we’re looking
forward to getting back to
the UK mainstream circuit,
representing same-sex
dancing at some of those
competitions, and then
preparing for our next
same-sex competitions
later this year.” As for the
Norwegian Equality Open,
this successful start has
certainly inspired the team
to think about a follow-up.
Here’s to Oslo 2019… ■
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